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Getting started
1. Connect the power led lamp stand to the TTT. Screw in the wing nut from the
bottom. When transporting it is wise to disconnect the lamp stand from the TTT and
pack it separately. Connect the dimmer to a power socket. If the lamp is not turning
on, rotate the power plug in the wall socket (this is a weird issue in the dimmer pack,
nothing to worry about).

2. Connect the DSUB25 connector and TRS connector coming from TTT to the TTT
controller box. The TRS coming from the bottom plate motor (motorA) goes to input 1
and the second plate motor (motorB) goes to input two. For this purpose input 1 and
2 have an extreme gain setting to amplify the piezo signal.

3. Make sure the constant time and constant pitch switches are turned off before going
to the next step. When constant time would be on when the motor isn’t turning it will
never be turning. This feature will be explained in more depth later.

4. Connect the blue powercon connector to the blue powercon 220v input. The other
side goes into your power wall socket or power strip. After connecting this cable it
takes about 20 seconds for the system to boot. The OLED display in the center top of
the TTT controller box will light up. If in a rare occasion it doesn’t take out the power
con and repeat this procedure.

Basic Functionalities
0. The light source
A light source is positioned in the center top of the TTT. Subsequently you can place pawns
on the rotating write disc below. These will cause a shadow pattern on the bottom read disc.
Blocking the light on the LDR’s in the read disc will influence the data flow in the TTT system
which is explained later.
1. Write disc
The top rotating disc of the TTT structure holds the write disc wherein 45 pawns can be
placed to make patterns. The write disc is divided into 4 rings. The middle ring is labeled
ring0 and the outermost ring is labeled ring3. The shortest notes are in the outer ring en the
longest notes are in middle ring.
ring0 - 3 possible positions
ring1 - 6 possible positions
ring2 - 12 possible positions
ring3 - 24 possible positions
This is where the name thrice truncated triangle originates. Ring1, 2 and 3 are three
truncations of the middle triangle.
The write disc can be taken off for cleaning or transportation purposes. There is a hex nut
that when loosen will release the write disc. The write disc actually consists of two discs
layered on top of each other. If you want to clean in between them you’ll need to take off the
complete flange. Use a soft fiber cloth to minimize scratches. When placing back the write
disc take into account that there must be a certain distance (+/- 5mm) in between the read
and ride disc to be able to rotate.

2. Read disc
The bottom rotating disc holds the LDR’s and is called the read disc. There are as many
LDR’s as there are pawn positions. U can use only one of the LDR’s per ring at a time.
Which LDR per ring is selected can be set by the read point faders on the TTT controller.
When the read point faders are set into the 0 position and 4 pawns are placed onto one of
the three radians where ring0 until ring3 align, then they'll sound at the same time.
When you move the read point fader of one of the four rings one step forward you’ll shift the
pattern by one step. Software technically the index of LDR that is set in the ring will be used
to manipulate the signal flow.
There are a total of 45 LDR’s. They are multiplexed with 6 4051 ic’s on the bottom of the
read disc. The binary control lines, the data, the vcc and the ground lines are sended via a
slip ring into the TTT controller’s computer.
Please take into account that there are small hex nuts on the side of the top of the slip ring
with which it is clamped against the hollow shaft. It is wise to check every now and then
whether these are still securely fastened and if not tighten them properly.
The read disc can be taken off for cleaning or transportation purposes. There is a hex nut
underneath that when loosen will release the read disc. Please make sure that the
connectors are labeled in accordance to the input they were connected to. If a wrong
connection is made damage will occur to the system.

3. rotational speed / pitch motorA
MotorA is driving the top plate via a pulley belt on the central axis of the TTT-structure. The
motor type is a stepper motor. The rotational speed or note pitch of this stepper motor is
controlled by a pulse frequency. This driving frequency is set by touching the rectangle black
surface labeled with motorA in the bottom left corner of the TTT-controller. By doing so at the
same time a rotational movement is set into motion and a sounding pitch tone coming from
the motor is perceived. The pitch vibrations from the motor are picked up by a piezo disc
microphone. These discs are mounted with special piezo-disc to stepper fixtures. The TRS
plug coming from the piezo should be connected to input 1 of the TTT controller.
The frequency range on the x-axis is 1 octave and is subdivided in semitones. The y-axis is
divided from -100 cents to +100 cents. On the top right of the black rectangle you can find a
range controller by which you can offset the whole rectangle range with a number of
octaves. When the range knob is turned to the max left and the black rectangle is touched in
the top left corner the motor will hold still.

4. rotational speed / pitch motorB
MotorB (positioned above motorA) is driving the bottom plate via a pulley belt on the hollow
outer axis of the TTT-structure. The motor type is a stepper motor. The rotational speed or
note pitch of this stepper motor is controlled by a pulse frequency. This driving frequency is
set by touching the rectangle black surface labeled with motorB (mirrored) in the bottom left
corner of the TTT-controller. By doing so at the same time a rotational movement is set into
motion and a sounding pitch tone coming from the motor is perceived. The pitch vibrations
from the motor are picked up by a piezo disc microphone. These discs are mounted with
special piezo-disc to stepper fixtures. The TRS plug coming from the piezo should be
connected to input 1 of the TTT controller.
The frequency range on the x-axis is one octave and is subdivided in semitones. The y-axis
is divided from -100 cents to +100 cents. On the top right of the black rectangle you can find
a range controller by which you can offset the whole rectangle range with a number of
octaves.

5. light threshold
The light threshold can be set with the knob located at the center bottom of the TTT
controller. The threshold is used for triggering different data events within the TTT system.

This threshold varies per light situation. In general more ambient light will result in a higher
threshold. This is because ambient light will penetrate the LDR with light coming from the
sides when a pawn is above a LDR. Taking this into account, we can say that ambient light is
a factor that we must be able to control to a large extent.
A dark room works best, but in practice a lit room can also work fine. It all depends on the
lighting situation. In any case, direct sunlight / strong daylight is disastrous for the proper
functioning of the instrument. But also spotlights on stage that shine on the instrument or
reflect extremely into it cause problems.
A good way to set the right light threshold is placing a pawn on each ring and monitor the
gate output, which is reflected on the green LED’s next to the ring select buttons.

6. Interface parameters and display

6.0 Play / pause
When pressing encoder 3 you can pause and play the current rotational speed of motorA
and motorB.
6.1 Constant time
On the left side of the display you can find the constant time toggle. When this toggle is
flipped to ON the perceived pattern speed of the pawns on the write disc is maintained when
you change the speed of motorA. This enables you to change the pitch without changing the
pattern speed.

6.2 BPM
The tempo of a pattern is given in beats per minute (BPM). The beats per minute variable is
derived from the middle ring (ring0). The BPM is reflected on the right top of the display.
When constant time is activated you can increase and decrease the BPM in half a BPM per
step by rotating encoder 3 clockwise and counterclockwise.
6.3 Constant pitch
On the right side of the display you can find the constant pitch toggle. When this toggle is
flipped to ON the perceived pitches within the current pawns pattern are maintained when
you change the speed. This enables you to change the speed while maintaining the pitch.
6.4 Ring select
On the left side of the read point faders you can find the 4 ring select buttons. When you
push one of them the corresponding ring is selected. This button is there because most of
the parameters are ring specific.
6.5 Level
On the right side of the read point faders next to decay / curve knobs you can find the 4 ring
level knobs. Adjusting them will adjust the output volume of the corresponding ring.
6.6 Mode
Pushing encoder 1 will toggle the mode in which the LDR data is processed. There are two
modes: LDR mode and envelope mode. When the LDR mode is selected the amplitude of
the source signal is one on one modulated with the amplitude of the LDR. When envelope
mode is selected an envelope is triggered when the signal value of the LDR exceeds the
light threshold. This envelope modulates is applied on the source signal. The current mode
is reflected in the AMP tab of the display.
6.7 Portamento
When rotating encoder 5 you can add portamento time to the pitch of synthetic source
material in LDR mode. De portamento glide is triggered each time the light threshold is
exceeded.
6.8 Decay / Curve
On the right of the read point fader you can find the decay / curve knob. Depending on the
current mode this knob functions a decay time in envelope mode and a signal to noise curve
in LDR mode. A clean input signal without any modulation can be obtained in LDR mode and
turning the curve knob fully to the right.
6.9 Source select
When rotating encoder 1 you can scroll through the available sound sources. In the
SOURCE tab on the display the selected sound source is reflected.
6.10 FX select
When rotating encoder 2 you can scroll through the available FX types. In the FX tab on the
display the selected FX type is reflected.

6.11 GATE on/off, GATE length, GATE delay, GATE inversion
There are four GATE outputs on the TTT controller. They are reflected with green LED’s.
Both the TRS connections and the powercon connection are controlled with this GATE
signal.
Each GATE output corresponds with a ring on the write disc. The GATE goes HIGH for a
certain amount of time (GATE length) and after a certain amount of time (GATE delay) each
time the light threshold is exceeded.
When pressing encoder 2 you can switch the gate output on and off. The GATE length and
GATE delay can be set with encoder 4. Pressing encoder 4 determines whether you set
GATE length or GATE delay. Pressing encoder 5 will invert the GATE signal, meaning the
GATE will be HIGH default and will be triggered LOW when the light threshold is exceeded.
TRS GATE output range: 0V (LOW) - 5V (HIGH)
The TRS output can be used for external equipment like a modular synth or a computer
equipped with an audio interface.
POWERCON output range: 0V (LOW) - 220V (HIGH)
(!!!Maximum load per powercon output is 400watt / RMS!!!)

The powercon output can be used to turn equipment on and of that runs on 220V. Like
lamps, motor’s, pumps etc.

6.12 Source variable XY / FX variable XY
At the center bottom of the TTT controller you can find two x/y touch pads. With these pads
you can control two variables of the sound source and two variables of the FX type. The
variables are mapped to the x and y axis of the touchpad. The xy data from the pad is
applied to the ring source / FX that is currently selected.

An in depth description of the variables available goes beyond the scope of this document.
You're encouraged to experiment.

7. OSC control
A number of functional aspects of the TTT can be simultaneously driven by the hardware
interface as well as via OSC. There are also some aspects that can only be controlled via
OSC. If you want to work with the OSC features you would need a router and a laptop to
organise this.
7.0 Setting the host computer's IP address (mac instructions only)
1. login to your router -> wifi or ethernet
2. go to system preferences -> network
3. go to advanced -> TCP/IP
4. configure IPv4 -> via DHCP with manual address
5. type an ip address with the same base number as your router, so the first 3 number
are important they need to be same for every node in the network
if your router is 192.168.1.1
then your ip address should be 192.168.1.xxx
the xxx can be any number in between 2 and 254
if your router is 192.168.2.1
then your ip address should be 192.168.2.xxx
the xxx can be any number in between 2 and 254
etc.etc.etc.
6. remember your ip address

7.1 Setting a static TTT ip address (mac instructions only)
1. connect the TTT with an USB cable to your computer
2. open a terminal window and type: ssh root@bela.local
3. type cd ..
4. type sudo nano etc/network/interfaces
5. arrange a static IP for the TTT at the #Ethernet part, when your route has the
192.168.1.xxx base it should be as follows. The xxx at the address line can be
anything.
# Ethernet
allow-hotplug eth0
iface eth0 inet static
address 192.168.1.xxx
netmask 255.255.255.0
network 192.168.1.0
gateway 192.168.1.1
6. type control+x and type y for saving the change, don't forget to remember the IP
address
7. you can do a reboot and type ping 192.168.1.xxx a terminal window to see if
everything is working

7.2 Setting the host ip address in the TTT code (mac instructions only)
1. connect the TTT with an USB cable to your computer and wait a 30 seconds
2. open a web browser and type bela.localhost
3. the Bela IDE will open in a few seconds, when it’s loaded press the stop icon on the
bottom left side.
4. when the code has stopped running click the map icon on the right
5. open render.cpp from the project contents
6. press cmd + f and type remoteIp and press return
7. you’ll end up somewhere at line 122
8. here you can fill in the ip address of your host computer (the IP address you
remembered from step 7.0 in this document
9. press Build & run on the left bottom side
10. your done when the compiler is done and the code is running
7.3 OSC tags
Below you can find a list with available OSC tags. There is also a max patch available where
these osc tags are integrated into a program.
sending data to the TTT on port number 7562
tag

description

example

/lightseq/playpause

toggles the pauze / play function

just the tag with trigger the function
/lightseq/playpause

/lightseq/manualmotor

controls the motor speed by give
frequency for a given motor index

motor index [0-1], frequency [0.-10000.]
/lightseq/manualmotor 0 344.

/lightseq/togglegate

toggles the individual gates on and off

ring index [0-3]
/lightseq/togglegate 2

/lightseq/sources

creates a list from which each item will be
triggered sequentially when the light
threshold is exceeded, this will result in a
sequence off alternating sound sources

ring index [0-3], arbitrary list length of numbers in the
range of available sources [0-5]
/lightseq/sources 0 1 0 2 2 2 0 3 1 0 2

/lightseq/fx

creates a list from which each item will be
triggered sequentially when the light
threshold is exceeded, this will result in a
sequence off alternating fx types

ring index [0-3], arbitrary list length of numbers in the
range of available sources [0-5]
/lightseq/fx 3 4 0 2 3 5 0

/lightseq/notes

creates a list from which each item will be
triggered sequentially when the light
threshold is exceeded, this will result in a
sequence off alternating intervals, the
interval are based upon the motor
frequency A or B

ring index [0-3], arbitrary list length of floating point
midi note values in the range [-132.0 and +132.0]
/lightseq/notes 3 2.00 3.00 5.00 7.00 0.00 7.00 8.00
10.00 12.00

/lightseq/arpmode

set the arpeggio mode by which the list of
intervals is processed, CW, CCW or
random

ring index [0-3], arpeggio mode (0=CW, 1=CCW,
2=random)
/lightseq/arpmode 0 2

/lightseq/motorpitchsource

sets the interval base on either motor
pitch A or motor pitch B, this will result in
the possibility to have two different
tunings, or based on motorA or based on
motorB

ring index [0-3], motor index [0-1]
/lightseq/motorpitchsource 0 0

/lightseq/amps

creates a list from which each item will be
triggered sequentially when the light
threshold is exceeded, this will result in a
sequence off alternating amplitude values

ring index [0-3], arbitrary list length of floating point
linear amplitude values in the range [0.0 - 1.0]
/lightseq/amps 0 1.00 0.00 0.19 0.81 0.00 0.34

receiving data from the TTT on port number 7563
tag

description

example

/lightseq/motorstate

a list 3 floats representing the
current frequency for motor A, the
current frequency for motor B and
the current BPM

motorFreqA, motorFreqB, BPM
/lightseq/motorstate 0. 0. 0.

